Calling Congregations & Communities of Faith to Ring DACA Bells for Justice!
12 NOON Eastern, MONDAY, JUNE 22ND

God spoke to Moses on Mount Sinai, “You shall proclaim liberty throughout the land to all its inhabitants” (Leviticus 25:10) -- the verse inscribed on the Liberty Bell.

In celebration of the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold DACA, and in commitment to work for permanent DACA protections, we invite:

1) **Congregations and Faith Communities** to ring public church bells, &
2) **Individuals** to ring bells on their private porches or on public streets to “gather the faithful” to pray and respond, **call for attention** to the impacts of the decision, and **urge for permanent protections** for DACA recipients to keep families united! Ring for at least 7 minutes, one for each 100,000 DACA leaders protected under the program.

- Sign up [HERE](#) to let us know how you and your faith community intend to ring #DACAxBells4Justice, & go [HERE](#) for social media images to share!
- Record your community and individual bell ringing. Take pictures! Then, post your video or audio to Facebook or Twitter, tagging #Faith4DACA @StanleyRea @InterfaithImm and your state’s senators. Gather other faith partners in your area to join, & contact local media to share your commitment for a permanent solution to protect DACA recipients and TPS holders.

QUESTIONS?: Contact Dr. Sharon Stanley-Rea, sstanley@dhm.disciples.org, 202-957-7826